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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] This invention relates to a composting machine and method of providing perforated conduit for venting of compost in large plastic bags, and more particularly to the device and method of providing perforations in the conduit.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Recent developments in composting refuse have resulted in the composting of refuse or other organic compost material in large plastic bags with vent conduit extended along the length of the bag to provide desired air flow into and through the compost material. The vent conduit is perforated with at least one end protruded from the bag and connected to a pump for pumping ambient air (sometimes treated with moisture or other media treatments) through the compost material.

[0003] The perforations in the conduit, of course, provide air flow into the compost material and prior systems use pre-perforated conduit that are provided on a reel and fed into the plastic bag during the bagging process. The process described is disclosed in the commonly owned U.S. Patent No. 5,461,843.

[0004] The conduit that is most widely used is corrugated PVC that is readily obtained on the market and already wound onto reels. However, such is not commonly pre-perforated and either the supplier has to provide a special order, where the conduit is perforated prior to winding on the reel, or the conduit, when received from the supplier, has to be removed from the reel, perforated and rewound back onto the reel. Furthermore, the desired frequency of the holes may change from one job to the other to achieve a desired aeration of the particular material being composted. A supplier and/or user then has to stock multiple types of preperforated conduit. Any of the above adds substantially to the cost of the composting process.

[0005] According to the present invention there is provided a composting machine comprising:

- a movable composting tunnel defining a tunnel interior and tunnel exterior and having a materials receiving inlet and an outlet connectable to a deployable bag to be filled with the materials, and feed mechanism feeding materials through said inlet and into the tunnel interior and from the tunnel interior into the bag;
- a supply of conduit mounted on the tunnel exterior and a feed tube extended from the tunnel exterior to the tunnel interior for receiving conduit from the supply of conduit and directing the conduit through the tunnel interior and to the outlet, said conduit embedded in the bagged material and drawn through the feed tube upon movement of the tunnel and deployment of the bag;
- a perforating device mounted between the supply of conduit and the feed tube, said perforating device including a rotatable wheel having a periphery in engagement with the conduit and rotated as the conduit is drawn into the feed tube, a piercing blade on the periphery of the rotatable wheel that pierces and thereby perforates the conduit during rotation of the wheel.

[0006] In a preferred embodiment of the invention, a reel of non-perforated conduit is mounted to a bagging machine. Whereas previously the perforated conduit was directed from the reel and into a feed tube that feeds the conduit into a bag (during the bag filling process), the machine of the preferred embodiment is modified to carry a conduit perforating device, e.g., mounted to or adjacent the mouth of the feed tube. The non-perforated conduit is directed off the reel and through the perforating device before it enters the feed tube.

[0007] In a particular embodiment the perforating device includes a base plate having a center opening sized to pass the conduit. One or more (preferably three) perforating wheels are mounted on the plate spaced around the center opening. The wheels are each freely rotatable on a center axle carried by a bracket that is mounted to the base plate. The periphery of the wheels are configured to have cogs that engage the valleys between the upstanding ridges of the corrugated conduit. As the conduit is fed through the feed tube, the wheels are rotated. At a selected cog position (or positions) on the periphery of the wheel, a piercing blade is mounted on a cog which repeatedly pierces through the conduit as the wheels are turned and thereby produces the perforations for the air flow.

[0008] The invention will be more fully appreciated upon reference to the following detailed description having reference to the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009] Fig. 1 is a front view of one style of bagging machine for bagging compost material in accordance with the present invention;

Fig. 2 is a side view of the bagging machine of Fig. 1;

Fig. 3 is a view of a corrugated conduit utilized in the machine of Fig. 1;

Fig. 4 is an exploded view of a conduit piercing mechanism of the bagging machine of Fig. 1; and

Fig. 5 is another view of the piercing mechanism of Fig. 4 showing the conduit of Fig. 3 being pierced by the conduit piercing mechanism.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

[0010] Figs. 1 and 2 illustrates a bagging machine 10 that is arranged to insert composting material into an elongate plastic bag 12. The machine 10 has a hopper H for receiving material to be deposited into the bag 12. A tunnel portion T has an inlet end adjacent the hopper H and an outlet end that opens into the bag 12. A known feed mechanism M forces the material through the interior of the tunnel portion T of the machine 10 with the material being deposited in the bag 12. As the material is forced into the bag 12, the bag 12 will be deployed off of the machine 10 and will be deposited on the ground. As the bag continues to be filled, the machine is forced to move away from the deployed portion of the bag.

[0011] It is preferable to insert conduit 14 into the material that is placed into the bag 12 to provide a means for aerating and otherwise treating the compost material received in the bag 12. As the bag 12 is filled with the compost material and deposited off of the machine 10, the conduit 14 is inserted into the bag 12 where it is anchored by the surrounding compost material. As the machine moves away from the deployed, i.e., filled portion of the bag, the conduit is pulled off of the machine 10.

[0012] Feed tubes 16 are provided on the machine 10 to direct the conduit 14 into the bag at the proper elevation. The conduit 14 preferably has perforations or openings in its side wall when placed in the bag 12 so that air may be forced into and through the compost received in the bag 12. In this embodiment, the conduit 14 as illustrated in Fig. 3 is of the corrugated type and thus has upstanding ridges 15 around its circumference (with valleys 13 therebetween) and at spaced intervals along its length.

[0013] The machine 10 has a perforating mechanism 20 (explained later with reference to Figs. 4 and 5) for producing openings 17 in the conduit 14 at spaced intervals along its length to provide an outlet for air to flow into and through the compost placed into the bag 12 of the machine 10. Corrugated conduit 14 is readily available on the market. However, it does not normally have openings in its peripheral diameter and, therefore, the perforating mechanism is provided to produce openings 17 in the periphery of the conduit 14.

[0014] The machine 10 has a carriage or reel 18 for receiving rolls of the conduit 14 with the rolls being of sufficient length to extend substantially along the length of the bag 12 that is deployed from the machine 10. The conduit 14 is, however, of the type that may be joined in an end-to-end relation should shorter lengths of the conduit be utilized. The conduit 14 is fed off of the reel 18 and into a feed tube 16 that directs the conduit 14 through the tunnel T and into the bag 12. The perforating mechanism 20 is provided at the inlet of the feed tubes 16 and will perforate the conduit 14 to produce openings 17 as the conduit 14 is fed through the feed tubes 16. The spacing of the perforations can be changed in distance apart by changing the diameter of the perforating wheel and/or multiple placement of the perforating knife points on the perforating wheel. Thus, more or less air can be distributed along the length of the conduit and into the bag.

[0015] Figs. 4 and 5 illustrates the perforating mechanism 20 that is provided for each of the feed tubes 16 of the machine 10. Fig. 4 is an exploded view of the perforating mechanism 20 and Fig. 5 illustrates the conduit 14 being pierced by the perforating mechanism 20. It will be understood, however, that in operation the mechanism 20 is mounted adjacent the inlet to tube 16 as illustrated in Fig. 2.

[0016] As illustrated, the perforating mechanism 20 has a base plate 22 on which three perforating wheels 26 are rotatably mounted. The base 22 has an opening 24 that is sufficiently large to surround the inlets of the feed tubes 16 that direct the conduit 14 into the bag 12. The base 22 is mounted strategic to the tubes 16 and is fixedly mounted to the structure of the machine 10 in a conventional manner. In this embodiment, three wheels 26 are rotatably supported on brackets 28 that extend outwardly from the base 22.

[0017] The wheels 26 are rotatably mounted on axles 30 extending from the brackets 28 and are freely rotatable on the axles 30. Each wheel 26 has projecting cogs 32 extending from its periphery in a gear-like manner. The cogs 32 are spaced such that the projecting ridges 15 of the conduit 24 will fit between adjacent cogs 32. In this embodiment, a piercing mechanism such as a blade 36 is mounted on at least one of the cogs 32 of each wheel 26. As shown, the piercing tool (blade) extends beyond the height of the cog 32.

[0018] The periphery of the wheels 26, i.e., the cogs 32, extends sufficiently far into the opening 24 such that as the conduit 14 is fed through the opening 24 and into the feed tube 16, wheels 26 will engage the conduit 14 with the cogs 32 fitting between the upstanding ridges 15 of the conduit 14. The wheels 26 being freely rotatable on the axles 30 will simply rotate as the conduit 14 is fed into and through the feed tube 16. This will cause the wheels 26 to rotate and as the piercing blade 36 comes in contact with the valley 13 between the ridges 15 of the conduit 14, the piercing blade 36 will cut an opening 17 into the conduit 14.

[0019] While only one piercing blade 36 has been illustrated for each wheel 26, it is contemplated that multiple piercing blades 36 may be installed on cogs 32 to provide more openings into the conduit 14. This will be determined in part by the requirement of the air flow through the compost material placed into the bag 12 on the machine 10. The drawings illustrate the piercing blades 36 on each wheel being at the same radial position relative to each other. It will be appreciated that one or more of the wheels 26 may be rotated to offset the blades 36 and thus offset the openings 17 produced by the piercing blades 36.

[0020] Referring again to Figs. 1 and 2, the perforating mechanism 20 is fixedly mounted to the structure of the
tunnel T with the opening 24 surrounding the entry to the feed tube 16. The base 22 is fixedly mounted to the structure of the tunnel T in a conventional manner such as by welding.

[0021] In operation the conduit 14 is fed through the perforating mechanism 20 and into the feed tube 16. As the conduit 14 is fed through the perforating mechanism 20 and into the feed tube 16, the conduit will be pierced by the piercing blades 36 to produce openings 17 as illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. An end of the conduit 14 is secured to the end of the bag 12 and as material is fed into the bag 12 by the feed mechanism the conduit will be deployed along with the bag 12 as the bag 12 is filled with material. As the conduit 14 is deployed with the bag the piercing blades 36 will produce the openings 17 in the conduit 14.

[0022] Those skilled in the art will recognize that modifications and variations may be made. An example being the use e.g. of four perforating wheel instead of three (two or five etc.). Also the base plate 22 could obviously be changed to provide for different settings of the perforating wheels e.g. a square plate for four wheels or even a staggered arrangement (staggered axially) to provide for five or more wheels. The invention is therefore not to be limited to the embodiments described and illustrated but is to be determined from the appended claims.

Claims

1. A composting machine comprising:

   - a movable composting tunnel defining a tunnel interior and tunnel exterior and having a materials receiving inlet and an outlet connectable to a deployable bag to be filled with the materials, and feed mechanism feeding materials through said inlet and into the tunnel interior and from the tunnel interior into the bag;
   - a supply of conduit mounted on the tunnel exterior and a feed tube extended from the tunnel exterior to the tunnel interior for receiving conduit from the supply of conduit and directing the conduit through the tunnel interior and to the outlet, said conduit embedded in the bagged material and drawn through the feed tube upon movement of the tunnel and deployment of the bag;
   - a perforating device mounted between the supply of conduit and the feed tube, said perforating device including a rotatable wheel having a periphery in engagement with the conduit and rotated as the conduit is drawn into the feed tube, a piercing blade on the periphery of the rotatable wheel that pierces and thereby perforates the conduit during rotation of the wheel.

2. A composting machine as defined in Claim 1 wherein the conduit is corrugated to thereby define ridges and the wheel exterior is provided with cogs mated to the ridges to thereby produce rotation of the wheel as the conduit is drawn into the feed tube.

3. A composting machine as defined in Claim 2 wherein multiple wheels are spaced around the path of the conduit, each of the wheels engaging the conduit and each having a piercing blade on the wheel exterior to pierce and thereby perforate the conduit.

Patentansprüche

1. Kompostiermaschine, umfassend:

   - einen beweglichen Kompostiertunnel, der einen Tunnelinnenraum und einen Tunnelaußenraum begrenzt und einen MaterialaufnahmeerEinlass und einen Auslass, der mit einem Entfaltbaren, mit Materialien zu füllenden Beutel verbunden werden kann, sowie einen Zuführmechanismus aufweist, der Materialien durch den genannten Einlass und in den Tunnelinnenraum und aus dem Tunnelinnenraum in den Beutel leitet;


   - eine Perforiereinrichtung, die zwischen dem Leitungsvorrat und dem Zuführrohr angebracht ist, wobei die genannte Perforiereinrichtung ein drehbares Rad mit einem Umfang in Eingriff mit der Leitung, das gedreht wird, wenn die Leitung in das Zuführrohr gezogen wird, und eine Stichklinge an dem Umfang des drehbaren Rads einschließt, die die Leitung während Drehung des Rads durchsticht und dadurch perforiert.

2. Kompostiermaschine nach Anspruch 1, bei der die Leitung geriffelt ist, um dadurch Rippen zu definieren, und das Radäußere mit an die Rippen angepassten Zähnen versehen ist, um dadurch Drehung des Rads zu erzeugen, wenn die Leitung in das Zuführrohr gezogen wird.

3. Kompostiermaschine nach Anspruch 2, bei der mehrere Räder um den Weg der Leitung verteilt
sind, wobei jedes der Räder die Leitung ergreift und jeweils eine Stichklinge an dem Radäußeren zum Durchstechen und dadurch Perforieren der Leitung aufweist.

Revendications

1. Une composteuse comprenant :
    un tunnel de compostage mobile définissant un intérieur de tunnel et un extérieur de tunnel et possédant une admission pour recevoir les matières et une sortie connectable à un sac déployable devant être rempli par les matières, et un mécanisme d'alimentation alimentant les matières par ladite admission et dans l'intérieur du tunnel et depuis l'intérieur du tunnel dans le sac ;
    une réserve de conduit monté sur l'extérieur du tunnel et un tube d'alimentation s'étendant de l'extérieur du tunnel à l'intérieur du tunnel pour recevoir le conduit depuis la réserve de conduit et dirigeant le conduit à travers l'intérieur du tunnel et jusqu'à la sortie, ledit conduit étant noyé dans la matière ensachée et entraîné à travers le tube d'alimentation lors du mouvement du tunnel et du déploiement du sac ;
    un dispositif de perforation monté entre la réserve de conduit et le tube d'alimentation, ledit dispositif de perforation comportant une roue rotative dont la périphérie est en prise avec le conduit et qui tourne à mesure que le conduit est entraîné dans le tube d'alimentation, une lame de percement sur la périphérie de la roue rotative qui perce et ainsi perforer le conduit lors de la rotation de la roue.

2. Une composteuse selon la revendication 1 dans laquelle le conduit est ondulé pour ainsi définir des arêtes et l'extérieur de la roue est muni de dents correspondant aux arêtes produisant ainsi une rotation de la roue à mesure que le conduit est entraîné dans le tube d'alimentation.

3. Une composteuse selon la revendication 2 dans laquelle de multiples roues sont espacées autour du trajet du conduit, chacune des roues se mettant en prise sur le conduit et chacune étant munie d'une lame de percement sur l'extérieur de la roue afin de percer et ainsi perforer le conduit.